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MISHRA DHATU NIGAM LTD. 

 
Industry Aerospace & Defence 
CMP `220.6 
M Cap  `41.32bn 
Target `270-280 
Recommendation BUY 

Highlights 

 MidhaniQ2FY23 EBITDA of `587mn rose 13.1% YoY despite sustained raw 
material pressure. Raw material cost stayed firm as alloying elements’ prices did 
not decline; higher scrap utilisation, lower consumption rate and better yields 
resulted in robust EBITDA margin of 32.4% (Q2FY22 -27.6%; Q1FY23 - 28.7%). 
Value of production (VoP) increased 41.8% YoY to `4.8bn.Inventory rose 20% 
compared to Mar’22 level of `12.8bn owing to elevated raw material prices. 
Cashflow from operations was impacted by working capital accretion in 1HFY23. 
Margin pressure to sustain in 2HFY23 as most contracts of Midhani are fixed 
priced in nature. 

 The management has guided for steady state revenue rate of `5bn each from wide 
plate mill and armour factory in Rohtak,  with both these revenue streams to further 
increase revenue in 2HFY23. Besides, management is awaiting LCA-related 
certifications and traction from nuclear/space programmes in the ensuing quarters. 

 Orderbook as on 30 September 2022 was at `15bn. The management expects it to 
remain broadly unchanged despite likely revenue of `10bn.Orderbook 
composition- Defence: 55%; space: 35%; balance: others. Future volume depends 
on how domestic defence industry pans out. However, next 4-5 year horizon looks 
good. Encouraging prospects from wide plate mill- seeing export opportunities in 
nickel based super alloy plates. Developing nickel based super alloy plates for 
desulphurisation units for power plants. This can lead to substitution of the entire 
quantity of plates for this purpose being currently imported. 

 LCA orders’ certifications are awaited for a couple of items. By mid-FY24, the 
management expects to get certification from exports. 

 Launched six new products in the recently concluded Def-Expo 22- Bio implants for 
orthopedics, dentistry etc, titanium valves and filters (application in nuclear 
submarine), materials supplied for PSLV and GSLV MK III, nickel alloy and 
titanium alloy casting (application in space and naval), forging facilities, composite 
armour panels for helicopter. 8tonne vacuum induction melting has fully started. 
Armour steel has been developed for vehicle armouring. Of the initial order of 100 
vehicles, 15 have been rolled out. The management  views good potential from 
space sector. Almost 300 satellites are awaiting launch. Projects are getting fast 
tracked in nuclear sector as well as in materials such as lattice tubes.  
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Q2FY23 Result Highlights 
 
 Margin pressure to sustain in 2HFY23 as per the management – Mishra Dhatu 

Nigam’s (Midhani) Q2FY23 EBITDA of `587mn rose 13.1% YoY despite sustained 
raw material pressure. Raw material cost stayed firm as alloying elements’ prices 
did not decline; higher scrap utilisation, lower consumption rate and better yields 
resulted in robust EBITDA margin of 32.4% (Q2FY22 -27.6%; Q1FY23 - 28.7%). 
Value of production (VoP) increased 41.8% YoY to `4.8bn.Inventory rose 20% 
compared to Mar’22 level of `12.8bn owing to elevated raw material prices. 
Cashflow from operations was impacted by working capital accretion in 1HFY23. 
Margin pressure to sustain in 2HFY23 as most contracts of Midhani are fixed priced 
in nature. We are likely to witness additional revenue from wide plate mill and 
armour factory at Rohtak in 2HFY23. Going by 1HFY23 revenue of `2.9bn, the 
management’s guidance of `10bn for FY23 is of higher expectations. 

 Despite cost headwinds high power and raw material costs, the company 
maintained similar profit level in 1HFY23 as 1HFY22.Raw material prices as per the 
management is  yet to come off. Owing to the orders being fixed price in nature, the 
management expects margins to come under pressure in future. That said, a 
number of steps in sourcing efficiency/consumption rate/ scrap recycling/yield 
optimisation are being taken to reduce cost. 

 Value creation in near term constrained due to long gestation period for 
products even as growth opportunities exist – The management has guided for 
steady state revenue rate of `5bn each from wide plate mill and armour factory in 
Rohtak,  with both these revenue streams to further increase revenue in 2HFY23. 
Besides, management is awaiting LCA-related certifications and traction from 
nuclear/space programmes in the ensuing quarters. We are likely to witness long 
gestation period of 7-8months and bill/book ratio of 1.5x might keep meaningful 
earnings growth constrained in near term. 

 Orderbook as on 30 September 2022 was at `15bn. The management expects it 
to remain broadly unchanged despite likely revenue of `10bn. Orderbook 
composition - Defence: 55%; space: 35%; balance: others. Future volume depends 
on how domestic defence industry pans out. However, next 4-5 year horizon looks 
good. Encouraging prospects from wide plate mill- seeing export opportunities in 
nickel based super alloy plates. Developing nickel based super alloy plates for 
desulphurisation units for power plants. This can lead to substitution of the entire 
quantity of plates for this purpose being currently imported. Once wide plate mill is 
ramped up fully, the management expects revenue of `5bn. The mill is still on trial. 
Management expects improvement in coming quarters. 2HFY23 is likely to see 
additional revenue from wide plate mill with expected revenue rate of 5bn from 
FY24 onwards from wide plate mill. Rohtak armour plant has the potential of `5bn 
per annum in steady state.LCA orders’ certifications are awaited for a couple of 
items. By mid-FY24, the management expects to get certification from exports. 

 Launched six new products in the recently concluded Def-Expo 22 – Bio 
implants for orthopedics, dentistry etc, titanium valves and filters (application in 
nuclear submarine), materials supplied for PSLV and GSLV MK III, nickel alloy and 
titanium alloy casting (application in space and naval), forging facilities, composite 
armour panels for helicopter. 8tonne vacuum induction melting has fully started. 
Armour steel has been developed for vehicle armouring. Of the initial order of 100 
vehicles, 15 have been rolled out. The management views good potential from 
space sector. Almost 300 satellites are awaiting launch. Projects are getting fast 
tracked in nuclear sector as well as in materials such as lattice tubes.Do not see 
much opportunity from Rafael in near term. However, progressive indigenisation is 
likely to usher new opportunities for the company. NALCO JV- not derailed. Being a 
high value-added product, the company needs to be assured of returns. Key 
clearances such as pollution control approval, consent to operate, forest clearance 

Nifty 18,244 
Sensex 61,419 
  
Key Stock Data  
CMP `220.6 

Market Cap (`) `41.32bn 
52W High/Low `269/156 
Shares o/s (mn) 187.34 
Daily Vol. (3M NSE Avg.) 5,303,849 
  
Shareholding Pattern (%) Sep’22 
Promoter 74.0 
DIIs 15.6 
FIIs 0.5 
Public 9.9 

Source: Company, Way2Wealth  
(` mn) 

Particulars FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 
Operating 
Revenue 

7,108 7,129 8,132 8,595 

EBITDA 1,837 1,977 2,453 2,623 
EBITDA 
Margin (%)     25.8      27.7      30.2      30.5  

Net Profit  1,306 1,581 1,664 1,766 
EPS (`) 7.0        8.4        8.9        9.4  
DPS (`) 2.2 2.6 2.8 3.1 
RoE (%) 15.6      16.5      15.5      14.8  
RoCE (%) 8.8 7.2 8.9 8.3 
P/E (x) 31.6 26.1 24.8 23.4 
EV/EBITDA (x) 24.0 24.5 19.9 17.8 
P/BV (x) 4.9 4.3 3.9 3.5 
 

Particulars FY23E FY24E 
Operating Revenue 10,981 12,873 
EBITDA 2,921 3,498 
EBITDA Margin (%) 26.6 27.2 
Net Profit  4,488 5,189 
EPS (`) 9.7 11.1 
DPS (`) 3.5 4 
RoE (%) 13.3 14.2 
RoCE (%) 10.6 11.9 
P/E (x)             22.8              19.8  
EV/EBITDA (x)             13.4              10.9  
P/BV (x) 3.1 2.8 

Source: Company, Way2Wealth  
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have already been taken. The company has appointed a consultant for EPCM. 
Phase-1 is over. For phase-2, all tender documents are ready. 

 
View 
 
Midhani Q2FY23 performance was steady led by higher scrap utilisation. Going ahead, 
we are likely to witness good prospects from wide plate mill and Rohtak plant, at ‘5bn 
each in steady state, near-term margin pressure is likely to keep stock performance 
constrained to be impacted in the face of stubbornly high raw material prices. Besides, 
the revenue target of `10bn for FY23 looks at a higher end. We continue our BUY view 
with target price of `270-280. 
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
(` mn) 

Particulars Q2FY23 Q2FY22 YoY (%) Q1FY22 QoQ (%) 1HFY23 1HFY22 YoY (%) 
Revenue 1,809.5 1,879.2 (3.7) 1,149.3 57.4 2,958.8 3,019.8 (2.0) 
Cost of Matl 812.7 626.3 29.7 1,066.4 (23.8) 1,879.0 895.2 109.9 
Inventory Changes (693.9) (312.9) 121.7 (1,187.5) (41.6) (1,881.4) (392.9) 378.9 
Employee Exps 331.7 312.4 6.2 268.8 23.4 600.5 604.7 (0.7) 
Other Exps 772.4 734.8 5.1 671.4 15.0 1,443.8 1,138.9 26.8 
EBITDA 586.6 518.7 13.1 330.2 77.7 916.8 773.9 18.5 
EBITDA Margin (% ) 32.4 27.6 482 28.7 369 31.0 25.6 536 
Other Income 94.1 21.0 348.3 73.9 27.3 168.1 102.9 63.3 
Depreciation Exps 133.5 70.2 90.2 123.7 7.9 257.2 138.8 85.4 
Finance Cost 58.5 16.0 264.6 46.3 26.4 104.8 34.0 208.1 
Exceptional Item - - NM - NM - - NM 
JV Profit /(Loss) 0.5 3.1 (85.2) 0.6 (29.0) 1.1 1.9 (42.4) 
PBT 489.2 456.5 7.2 234.7 108.4 723.9 705.9 2.5 
Tax 153.1 117.1 30.8 57.0 168.5 210.2 179.6 17.0 
Net Profit 336.1 339.4 (1.0) 177.7 89.1 513.8 526.3 (2.4) 
EPS (`) 1.8 1.8 (1.0) 0.9 89.1 2.7 2.8 (2.4) 

 

Source - Company, Way2Wealth 
 

As % of Sales Q2FY23 Q2FY22 YoY(bps) Q1FY23 QoQ(bps) 1HFY23 1HFY22 YoY(bps) 
Matl Cost 6.6 16.7 (1,011) (10.5) 1,710 (0.1) 16.6 (1,671) 

Gross margin 93.4 83.3 1,011 110.5 (1,710) 100.1 83.4 1,671 
Employee Exp 18.3 16.6 171 23.4 (506) 20.3 20.0 27 

Other Exps 42.7 39.1 359 58.4 (1,574) 48.8 37.7 1,108 
 

Source - Company, Way2Wealth 
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FINANCIALS & VALUATIONS 
(` mn) 

Particulars FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23E FY24E 
Order Book  16,600 16,870 13,720 13,177 17,916 22,864 
Revenue 7,108 7,129 8,132 8,595 10,464 12,308 
EBITDA 1,837 1,977 2,453 2,623 3,012 3,817 
EBITDA Margin (%) 25.8 27.7 30.2 30.5 28.8 31.0 
Net Profit 1,306 1,581 1,664 1,766 1,956 2,478 
EPS (`) 7.0 8.4 8.9 9.4 10.4 13.2 
DPS (`) 2.2 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.5 4.0 
RoE (%) 15.6 16.5 15.5 14.8 15.1 16.2 
RoCE (%) 8.8 7.2 8.9 8.3 9.1 11.3 
P/E (x)                     31.6               26.1               24.8               23.4               22.8               19.8  
EV/ EBITDA (x)                     24.0               24.5               19.9               17.8               13.4               10.9  
P/BV (x)                       4.9                  4.3                  3.9                  3.5                  3.1                  2.8  
Net Debt/ Equity (x) 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Debtors Days 181 152 173 130 130 130 
Inventory Days 634 466 359 464 385 355 
Creditor Days 160 125 184 186 180 175 
Cash Balances 1,980 1,109 939 626 1,323 1,482 
FCFF 823 (672) 168 (736) 1,015 1,108 

 

Source - Company, Way2Wealth 
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Disclaimer  

Analyst Certification: I, Jayakanth Kasthuri, the research analyst and author of this report, hereby certify that the views expressed in this 
research report accurately reflect our personal views about the subject securities, issuers, products, sectors or industries. It is also certified 
that no part of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific recommendations 
or views in this research. The analyst(s), principally responsible for the preparation of this research report, receives compensation based on 
overall revenues of the company (Way2Wealth Brokers Private Limited, hereinafter referred to as Way2Wealth) and has taken reasonable care to 
achieve and maintain independence and objectivity in making any recommendations.  

It is confirmed Jayakanth Kasthuri, the author of this report has not received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report in 
the preceding 12 months. Our research professionals are paid in part based on the profitability of Way2Wealth, which include earnings from 
other business. Neither Way2Wealth nor its directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or 
indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the 
information contained in this report.  

This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to 
you. Way2Wealth is not soliciting any action based upon it. Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security 
or product, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any such transaction. The contents of this material are general and are neither 
comprehensive nor appropriate for every individual and are solely for the informational purposes of the readers.  This material does not take 
into account the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of an individual/s or a Corporate/s or any entity/s.  

This research has been prepared for the general use of the clients of the Way2Wealth and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or 
distributed or redistributed to any other person in any form. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information 
in this research in any way. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same 
time. Way2Wealth will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. The distribution of this document in other 
jurisdictions may be restricted by the law applicable in the relevant jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this document comes should 
inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.  

The report is based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not make any representation or warranty that it 
is accurate, complete or up to date and it should not be relied upon as such. Way2Wealth or any of its affiliates or employees makes no 
warranties, either express or implied of any kind regarding any matter pertaining to this report, including, but not limited to warranties of 
suitability, fitness for a particular purpose, accuracy, timeliness, completeness or non-infringement. We accept no obligation to correct or 
update the information or opinions in it. Way2Wealth or any of its affiliates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or 
damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. The recipients of this report should 
rely on their own investigations. In no event shall Way2Wealth be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, indirect, 
special, incidental, consequential, punitive, lost profits, or lost opportunity, whether or not Way2Wealth has advised of the possibility of such 
damages. 

This material contains statements that are forward-looking; such statements are based upon the current beliefs and expectations and are 
subject to significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. These 
uncertainties include but are not limited to: the risk of adverse movements or volatility in the securities markets or in interest or foreign 
exchange rates or indices; adverse impact from an economic slowdown; downturn in domestic or foreign securities and trading conditions or 
markets; increased competition; unfavourable political and diplomatic developments; change in the governmental or regulatory policies; failure 
of a corporate event and such others. This is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or instrument or to 
participate in any particular trading strategy. No part of this material may be copied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed 
without the written consent of Way2Wealth. In no event shall any reader publish, retransmit, redistribute or otherwise reproduce any 
information provided by Way2Wealth in any format to anyone. Way2Wealth and its affiliates, officers, directors and employees including persons 
involved in the preparation or issuance of this report may from time to time have interest in securities / positions, financial or otherwise in the 
securities related to the information contained in this report.  

To enhance transparency, Way2Wealth has incorporated a Disclosure of Interest Statement in this document. This should, however, not be 
treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report.  

Disclosure of Interest Statement in MISHRA DHATU NIGAM LTD (MIDHANI) as on 23 November 2022 

Name of the Security MISHRA DHATU NIGAM LTD (MIDHANI) 

Name of the analyst Jayakanth Kasthuri 

Analysts’ ownership of any stock related to the information 
contained  

Financial Interest   
Analyst : 
Analyst’s Relative : Yes / No 
Analyst’s Associate/Firm : Yes/No 

NIL 
 
 
No 
No 
No 

Conflict of Interest No 

Receipt of Compensation  No 

Way2Wealth ownership of any stock related to the information 
contained NIL 

 Broking relationship with company covered NIL 

Investment Banking relationship with company covered  NIL 

This information is subject to change without any prior notice. Way2Wealth reserves at its absolute discretion the right to make or refrain from 
making modifications and alterations to this statement from time to time. Nevertheless, Way2Wealth is committed to providing independent and 
transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to provide information in response to specific client queries.  
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